Generating compression hosiery prescriptions during the coronavirus outbreak
We understand the critical need for self-care and ongoing hosiery supply to prevent deterioration of
lower limb conditions. Continued prescribing of compression hosiery will ensure your patient’s condition is
managed and they remain healed post venous leg ulceration, preventing an even bigger long-term challenge.
L&R have developed this simple guide to support you with the continuation of lower limb care.
To access any of the resources in this guide please click on the interactive links in the document.
Support for phone or video consultations

Support for prescription generation

If you are conducting consultations over the phone or
video, the below tools can simplify your decision making
and achieve the best outcome for your patient.

To ensure the prescription is processed
efficiently please ensure the prescription
contains the following:



CHROSS Checker - For ease of hosiery selection



L&R Hosiery Selector App - Easy to follow App
that assists with selecting the correct hosiery for the
patient’s condition and provides ordering codes,
all in one place.

Support for ease of dispensing

Support for the patient
By enabling patients to self-care, understand
their condition, and supporting them to
continue to receive prescriptions for their
compression garments at this time is vital
in maintaining leg health.

 Brand/type of garment
 Class of hosiery

Direct your patient to our
new website and resources
that provide motivation,
knowledge, and guidance
on leg health.
www.squeezein.life

 Colour
 Style
 Quantity to be dispensed

Download from www.lohmann-rausher.co.uk/sizer,
App Store or Google Play

Daylong’s home delivery service
provides delivery of your patient’s prescription
products direct to their door, minimising
human contact.


Editable patient
record forms - for ease
of ordering Activa® and
ActiLymph® hosiery

Our support page provides information
on how to send prescriptions to
Daylong Direct by either Freepost
method or raising electronic prescriptions.

If you need help with prescribing or selecting the right garment call our Customer Solutions team on 08450 606707 or
email at customersolutions@uk.lrmed.com alternatively, visit our website www.Lohmann-Rauscher.co.uk where we have a new dedicated webchat to support you.
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